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A NEW TWO-VARIABLE GENERALIZATION OF THE JONES
POLYNOMIAL
D. GOUNDAROULIS AND S. LAMBROPOULOU
Abstract. We present a new 2-variable generalization of the Jones polynomial that can be
defined through the skein relation of the Jones polynomial. The well-definedness of this invariant
is proved both algebraically and diagrammatically as well as via a closed combinatorial formula.
This new invariant is able to distinguish more pairs of non-isotopic links than the original Jones
polynomial, such as the Thistlethwaite link from the unlink with two components.
1. Introduction
In the last ten years there has been a new spark of interest for polynomial invariants for framed
and classical knots and links. One of the concepts that appeared was that of the framization
of a knot algebra, which was first proposed by J. Juyumaya and the second author in [22, 23].
In their original work, they constructed new 2-variable polynomial invariants for framed and
classical links via the Yokonuma–Hecke algebras Yd,n(u) [34], which are quotients of the framed
braid group Fn. The algebras Yd,n(u) can be considered as framizations of the Iwahori–Hecke
algebra of type A, Hn(u), and for d = 1, Y1,n(u) coincides with Hn(u). They used the Juyumaya
trace [18] with parameters z, x1, . . . , xd−1 on Yd,n(u) and the so-called E-condition imposed on
the framing parameters xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1. These new invariants and especially those for classical
links had to be compared to other known invariants like the Homflypt polynomial [30, 29, 11, 31].
The lack of an appropriate topological interpretation, however, prevented for quite a while such
a comparison.
Eventually, in [4] the implementation of a different presentation for the algebra Yd,n, with
parameter q instead of u, revealed that the corresponding invariants for classical links, Θd(q, λD),
satisfy the skein relation of the Homflypt polynomial P , but only on crossings between different
components of the link, and this fact allowed the comparison of the invariants Θd to P [24, 6, 4].
We note that for d = 1 the invariant Θ1 coincides with P . As it turned out, for d 6= 1, the
invariants Θd are not topologically equivalent to the Homflypt polynomial on links, meaning that
they distinguish pairs of non-isotopic oriented classical links, which are P -equivalent. Moreover,
the invariants Θd are not topologically equivalent to the Kauffman polynomial [25], since on
knots they are topologically equivalent to the Homflypt polynomial.
Further, the invariants Θd have been generalized in [4] to a new 3-variable invariant Θ(q, λ,E)
which is stronger than the Homflypt polynomial. The indeterminate E can be viewed as a
shortcut around the E-system and the determination of its solutions. The well-definedness of Θ
was proved in [4] by showing that on classical links it coincides with the invariant for tied links
that is derived from the algebra of braids and ties [1, 3]. An alternative, purely skein-theoretical
approach, was also given in [4]. A self-contained proof of the well-definedness of Θ via this
approach has been recently given by L. Kauffman and the second author [27], while in [28] they
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also construct new state sum models related to Θ. Furthermore, a closed combinatorial formula
for the invariant Θ has been proved by W.B.R. Lickorish in [4, Appendix B], which involves the
values of the Homflypt polynomial on sublinks of a given oriented link.
In [14] the framization of the Temperley–Lieb algebra, FTLd,n(q), was introduced as a quo-
tient of the Yokonuma–Hecke algebra. From the algebras FTLd,n(q) one-variable invariants for
oriented classical links, θd(q), were derived by finding the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the Juyumaya trace to pass through to the quotient algebra. The invariants θd, being spe-
cializations of the invariants Θd, they carry all of their properties. Note that, for d = 1, θ1
coincides with the Jones polynomial [16]. Further, as it was proved in [14], for d 6= 1, θd is not
topologically equivalent to the Jones polynomial on links.
In this paper we introduce a 2-variable isotopy invariant for oriented classical knots and links,
denoted by θ, which generalizes the invariants θd and is a specialization of Θ. More precisely:
Theorem 1. Let q,E be indeterminates. There exists a unique ambient isotopy link invariant
defined on the set of classical oriented link diagrams
θ : L → C[q±1, E±1]
by the following rules:
(1) On crossings between different components the following skein relation holds:
q−2 θ( )− q2 θ( ) = (q − q−1) θ( ).
(2) For a union K = ⊔ri=1Ki of r unlinked knots, r ≥ 1, it holds that:
θ(K) = E1−rV (K)
where V (K) is the value of the Jones polynomial on K.
We establish the invariant θ(q,E) both algebraically and skein-theoretically, resting on the
analogous proofs for the invariant Θ(q, λ,E) [4, 27]. Algebraically, we first construct a new
2-variable invariant for tied links, θ(q,E), using the Markov trace ρ on the algebra of braids
and ties En(q) [1] and specifying the necessary and sufficient conditions so that ρ passes to the
quotient algebra PTLn(q), the partition Temperley–Lieb algebra [19]. By restricting θ(q,E) to
classical links we obtain the invariant θ(q,E). A second algebraic way to obtain the invariant θ is
by considering an isomorphism between the algebra PTLn(q) and the subalgebra of the algebra
FTLd,n(q) generated only by the braiding generators [15]. Skein-theoretically, θ can be described
as a specialization of Θ via the skein relation of the Jones polynomial for oriented links and a set
of initial conditions. We continue by giving a closed combinatorial formula for θ derived from
the formula of W.B.R. Lickorish for Θ [4, Appendix B]. Namely, for an n-component oriented
link L we have:
(1.1) θ(q,E)(L) =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1(q + q−1)k−1Ek
∑
pi
q4ν(pi)V (πL),
where the second summation is over all partitions π of the components of L into k (unordered)
subsets and V (πL) denotes the product of the Jones polynomials of the k sublinks of L defined
by π. Furthermore, ν(π) is the sum of all linking numbers of pairs of components of L that are
distinct sets of π and Ek := (E
−1−1)(E−1−2) . . . (E−1−k+1), with E1 = 1. Finally, we relate θ
to the oriented extension of the Kauffman bracket polynomial and we show that it distinguishes
the Thistlethwaite link from the unlink. This last result is due to the first author and Louis H.
Kauffman. Although the invariant θ comes as a specialization of Θ [4], yet it is ‘new’ in the
sense that it does not coincide with any other known generalization of the Jones polynomial. To
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recapitulate, the invariant θ(q,E) is topologically equivalent to the Jones polynomial on knots
and it is stronger than the Jones polynomial on links. Consequently, it is not topologically
equivalent to the Homflypt or to the Kauffman polynomial.
For a better understanding of the relations between the various algebras as well as their
associated invariants, we refer the reader to Figure 1. The outer arrows indicate the algebras
involved and the algebra projection maps, while the dotted arrows point from the algebras
to their associated invariants. The inner part of the diagram shows the inclusions and the
specializations of the invariants.
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Figure 1. An overview of the relations between the algebras and their derived
invariants.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we set the basic notations. Section 3 is
dedicated to providing necessary definitions and results, including: some basic facts about the
Yokonuma–Hecke algebra, the Juyumaya trace trd, and the solutions of the E-system. We then
describe the construction of the invariants Θd for classical links through the use of the specialized
trace trd,D. In Section 4 we recall the definition of the framization of the Temperley–Lieb algebra
FTLd,n(q) and we present briefly the results of [14] regarding the 1-variable invariants θd for
classical links derived from FTLd,n(q). In Section 5 we present the algebra of braids and ties and
we describe the different methods for generalizing the invariants Θd to the 3-variable invariant
Θ(q, λ,E), following [4]. In Section 6 we present the main result of this paper, the generalization
of the invariants θd(q) to the 2-variable invariant θ(q,E) and we show that it is stronger than
the Jones polynomial. We define θ algebraically as well as diagrammatically and we present the
closed combinatorial formula for the invariant θ.
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2. Notations
We fix two positive integers, d and n. Every algebra considered in this paper is an associative
unital algebra over the field C(q), where q is an indeterminate. The framed braid group on n
strands is defined as the semi-direct product of the Artin braid group Bn with n copies of Z,
Fn = Zn ⋊ Bn, where the action of the braid group Bn on Zn is given by the permutation
induced by a braid on the indices σitj = tsi(j)σi. Topologically, ti means framing 1 on the i-th
strand of a braid and so the generators ti of Z
n are called the framing generators. The modular
framed braid group, Fd,n = (Z/dZ)n ⋊ Bn, is defined by taking the framings modulo d. Due to
the defining action above, a word w in Fn (resp. Fd,n) has the splitting property, that is, it splits
into the framing part and the braiding part: w = ta11 . . . t
an
n σ, where σ ∈ Bn and ai ∈ Z (resp.
Z/dZ). So w is a classical braid with an integer (resp. an integer modulo d) attached to each
strand.
3. The invariants Θd and the Yokonuma–Hecke algebra
The Yokonuma–Hecke algebra of type A Yd,n(q) [34] is defined as the quotient of the group
algebra C(q)Fd,n over the two-sided ideal generated by the elements σ2i − 1− (q − q−1) ei σi for
all i, where ei :=
1
d
∑d−1
s=0 t
s
i t
d−s
i+1 , for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The elements ei in Fd,n are idempotents
[18, 20] and can be generalized to the elements ei,j :=
1
d
∑d−1
s=0 t
s
i t
d−s
j , for any indices i, j. We
also define the shift of ei by m, e
(m)
i :=
1
d
∑d−1
s=0 t
m+s
i t
d−s
i+1 , for any 0 ≤ m ≤ d−1. The generators
of the ideal give rise to the following quadratic relations in Yd,n(q):
(3.1) g2i = 1 + (q − q−1) ei gi,
where gi corresponds to σi and tj to tj. Moreover, (3.1) implies that the elements gi are invertible
with g−1i = gi− (q− q−1)ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. The tj’s are the framing generators while the gi’s are
the braiding generators of Yd,n(q). By its construction, the Yokonuma–Hecke algebra of type A
is considered as the framization of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of type A.
3.1. Markov trace on Yd,n(q). In [18] Juyumaya has proven that Yd,n(q) supports a unique
Markov trace function trd : ∪∞n=1Yd,n(q) −→ C(q)[z, x1, . . . , xd−1], where z, x1, . . . , xd−1 are
indeterminates, defined inductively on n by the following rules:
trd(ab) = trd(ba)
trd(1) = 1
trd(agn) = z trd(a) (Markov property)
trd(at
s
n+1) = xstrd(a) (s = 1, . . . , d− 1),
where a, b ∈ Yd,n(q). Using the rules of trd and setting x0 := 1, one deduces that trd(ei)
takes the same value for all i, that is: trd(ei) =
1
d
∑d−1
s=0 xsxd−s := E. Moreover, we also define
E(m) := trd(e
(m)
i ) =
1
d
∑d−1
s=0 xm+sxd−s (0 ≤ m ≤ d − 1), the shift by m of E . Notice that
E(0) = E.
3.2. The E-system. In order to define framed and classical link invariants via the trace trd, one
should re-scale trd so that trd(agn) = trd(ag
−1
n ), a ∈ Yd,n(q). Unfortunately, the trace trd is
the only known Markov trace that does not re-scale directly [22]. The E-system is the following
system of non-linear equations
(3.2) E(m) = xmE (1 ≤ m ≤ d− 1).
that was introduced in order to find the necessary and sufficient conditions that needed to be
applied on the parameters xi of trd so that re-scaling would be possible [22]. We say that
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the (d − 1)-tuple of complex numbers (x1, . . . , xd−1) satisfies the E-condition if x1, . . . , xd−1 are
solutions of the E-system. The full set of solutions of the E-system is given by Paul Ge´rardin
[22, Appendix] using tools of harmonic analysis on finite groups and they are parametrized
by the non-empty subsets of Z/dZ, for details see [22, 14]. More precisely, he interpreted the
solution (x1, . . . , xd−1) of the E-system, as the complex function x : Z/dZ → C that sends
k 7→ xk, k 6= 0 and 0 7→ 1. Now let χm denote the character of the group Z/dZ and denote by
im :=
∑d−1
s=0 χm(s)t
s, for m ∈ Z/dZ ∈ C[Z/dZ]. We then have that the solutions of the E-system
are of the following form:
xs =
1
|D|
∑
m∈D
im(s), 1 ≤ s ≤ d− 1
where D is a non-empty subset of Z/dZ. Hence, the solutions of the E-system are parametrized
by the non-empty subsets of Z/dZ. Two obvious solutions of the E-system are when all xi’s
take the value zero and when the xi’s are specialized to the d-th roots of unity. For the rest
of the paper we fix XD = (x1, . . . , xd−1) to be a solution of the E-system parametrized by the
non-empty subset D of Z/dZ. If we specialize the trace parameters xi of trd to the values xi we
obtain the specialized trace trd,D with parameter z [5, 4].
3.3. Classical link invariants from Yd,n(q). In order to obtain classical link invariants we first
map the classical braid group Bn to the algebra Yd,n(q) and then we apply trd,D. Note that via
this mapping the framing generators of the algebra lose any topological context and they are
treated simply as formal generators. More precisely, let δ be the natural algebra homomorphism
C(q)Bn −→ Yd,n(q) that sends σi 7→ gi and let Y(br)d,n (q) := δ(C(q)Bn). It can be easily shown
that the subalgebra of Yd,n(q) that is generated by the elements gi and ej (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1)
coincides with the subalgebra Y
(br)
d,n (q) [4, Remark 4.2]. Further, we note that the framing
generators ti appear in the computation of the specialized trace trd,D on any α ∈ Bn only after
applying the quadratic relation or the inverse relation and only through the idempotents ei.
Hence, in this case and by the E-condition, the last rule of the specialized trace: trd,D(at
s
n+1) =
xstrd,D(a), for s = 1, . . . , d− 1, can be substituted by the following two rules [4, Theorem 4.3]:
trd,D(aen) = ED trd,D(a) and trd,D(aengn) = z trd,D(a).
Further, if |D| = m then ED := trd,D(ei) = 1/m, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 [21, 18]. Let now
λD :=
z−(q−q−1)ED
z . We then have the following 2-variable invariant for classical knots and
links, which is denoted by Θd,D [4, Theorem 3.1]:
(3.3) Θd,D(q, λD)(α̂) :=
(
1− λD√
λD(q − q−1)ED
)n−1 (√
λD
)ε(α)
trd,D(δ(α)),
where α̂ is the closure of the framed braid α and ε(α) is the algebraic sum of the exponents of
the braiding generators gi in the braid word α. As proved in [4, Proposition 4.6] the invariants
Θd,D do not depend on the sets D that parametrize the solutions of the E-system, but only on
their cardinality, meaning that they are parametrized only by the natural numbers. For this
reason, we will always consider that D = Z/dZ, implying that ED = 1/d and thus the notation
of the invariants Θd,D shall be simplified to Θd [4]. It is worth noting that for d = 1 the algebra
Y1,n(q) coincides with the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hn(q) and so the invariant Θ1,{0} coincides
with the Homflypt polynomial P . Furthermore, as proven in [5] the invariants Θd coincide with
the Homflypt polynomial also for the trivial cases q = 1 and ED = 1.
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The invariants Θd are topologically equivalent to P on knots and on unions of unlinked knots
[4, Theorem 5.8]. However, they are not topologically equivalent to the Homflypt polynomial for
the case of links for d ≥ 2 [4, Theorem 7.3] .
A very interesting property of the invariants Θd is the fact that they satisfy the well-known
skein relation of the Homflypt polynomial but only for mixed crossings, that is, crossings between
different components of the link. In fact, Θd can be defined through this mixed skein relation
together with the conditions that for a union K = ⊔ri=1Ki of r disjoint knots, with r ≥ 1, it
holds:
(3.4) Θd(K) = E1−rD P (K),
where P (K) is the value of the Homflypt polynomial on K [4, Proposition 6.8 and Theorem 6.2].
So one can evaluate Θd on a link L by using the skein relation in order to unlink the com-
ponents of L one by one and then apply (3.4) on the resulting sums of unions of unlinked
knots.
4. The invariants θd and the Framization of the Temperley–Lieb algebra
The Framization of the Temperley–Lieb algebra was introduced in [14] as the Temperley–Lieb
analogue for the Yokonuma–Hecke algebra with the scope of constructing 1-variable polynomial
invariants for framed and classical knots and links (see also [12, 13]).
For n ≥ 3, the Framization of the Temperley–Lieb algebra, denoted by FTLd,n(q), is defined
as the quotient of Yd,n(q) over the two-sided ideal generated by the element [14, Definition 5
and Corollary 1]:
(4.1) r1,2 := e1e2
(
1 + q(g1 + g2) + q
2(g1g2 + g2g1) + q
3g1g2g1
)
.
One of the challenges that emerged was the determination of the necessary and sufficient
conditions so that the trace trd factors through to the quotient algebra FTLd,n(q). Indeed:
Theorem 2 ([14, Theorem 6]). The trace trd passes to FTLd,n(q) if and only if the parameters
of the trace satisfy:
xk = −qz

 ∑
m∈Sup1
χm(k) + (q
2 + 1)
∑
m∈Sup2
χm(k)

 ,(4.2)
z = − 1
q|Sup1|+ q(q2 + 1)|Sup2| .(4.3)
where Sup1 ⊔ Sup2 (disjoint union) is the support of the Fourier transform of x, and x is the
complex function on Z/dZ, that maps 0 to 1 and k to the trace parameter xk.
We note that (4.2) includes all solutions of the E-system. These solutions can be recovered
by simply letting either Sup1 = ∅ or Sup2 = ∅ [14, Corollary 3]. Then, the trace parameter
z takes the value z = −q−1ED/(q2 + 1) or z = q−1ED respectively [14, Section 7]. The value
z = −q−1ED is discarded since it is of no topological importance [14, Remark 10]. Specializing
now z = −q−1ED/(q2+1) in (3.3) we obtain the following 1-variable invariant for classical knots
and links.
(4.4) θd(q)(α̂) :=
(
−1 + q
2
qED
)n−1
q2ε(α)trd,D (δ(α)) = Θd(q, q
4)(α̂),
where ε(α) and δ as in (3.3).
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Remark 1. As mentioned in the previous section the invariants Θd are topologically equiva-
lent to the Homflypt polynomial P on knots and unions of unlinked knots, while they are not
topologically equivalent to the polynomial P for the case of links. For z = −q−1ED/(q2 + 1)
these properties carry through to the invariants θd when compared to the Jones polynomial V .
Furthermore, Θd and θd have analogous properties to the Homflypt polynomial, see [6].
For d ∈ Z>1, the invariants θd(q) for classical links are not topologically equivalent to the
Jones polynomial. Further, the invariants θd(q) satisfy the following special skein relation:
q−2θd(L+) − q2θd(L−) = (q − q−1)θd(L0), where L+, L−, L0 constitute an oriented Conway
triple involving different components [14, Theorem 9].
5. The invariant Θ and the algebra of braids and ties
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new 2-variable generalization of the Jones polynomial
using the invariants θd (see next section). The cornerstone of this construction is the 3-variable
generalization Θ of the invariants Θd constructed in [4] and which will be presented here. The
well-definedness of Θ has been proved both algebraically [4] and skein-theoretically [27, 28]. We
will present all approaches, as they are all very informative.
5.1. Θ via the algebra of braids and ties En(q). We start introducing the so-called algebra of
braids and ties En(q) that was first introduced by Juyumaya and Aicardi in [1]. The algebra
En(q) is the C(q)-algebra that is generated by the elements b1, . . . , bn−1, ǫ1, . . . , ǫn−1 that satisfy
the following relations:
(5.1)
bibi+1bi = bi+1bibi+1
bibj = bjbi for |i− j| > 1
ǫiǫj = ǫjǫi for |i− j| > 1
ǫ2i = ǫi
ǫibi = biǫi
ǫibj = bjǫi for |i− j| > 1
ǫiǫjbi = biǫiǫj = ǫjbiǫj for |i− j| = 1
ǫibjbi = bjbiǫj for |i− j| = 1
b2i = 1 + (q − q−1)ǫibi
Remark 2. Originally the algebra of braids and ties was introduced by in [1] with a presentation
using generators b˜1, . . . , b˜n−1, ǫ1, . . . , ǫn−1 that satisfy all relations in the presentation (5.1)
except for the quadratic relation which is replaced by one with parameter u instead of q, namely:
(˜bi)
2 = 1 + (u− 1)ǫi + (u− 1)ǫib˜i
The isomorphic algebra En(q) was introduced in [4]. The algebra isomorphism is the transfor-
mation induced by bi := b˜i + (q
−1 − 1)ǫib˜i (or equivalently b˜i := bi + (q − 1)ǫibi) and choosing
u = q2.
Denote now by n the set {1, . . . , n} and by P (n) the set of all partitions of n. Let I ∈ P (n)
and let Ij ∈ I with Ij = {i1, . . . , im}. We then define the following elements in En(q):
ǫIj := ǫi1,i2ǫi2,i3 . . . ǫim−1,im,
where ǫi,j = bi . . . bj−2ǫj−1b
−1
j−2 . . . b
−1
i , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Notice that with this notation we
have that ǫi,i+1 = ǫi. Let now I = {I1, . . . , Ir} be a partition of n. Using the above notation we
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further define:
ǫI =
∏
k
ǫIk
Then the following set is a canonical basis for the algebra En(q) [32]:
BEn(q) =
{
ǫI(bi1 . . . bk1) . . . (bip . . . bkp) | I ∈ P (n), 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ip ≤ n− 1, kj ≤ ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1
}
.
The dimension of the algebra En(q) is dimC(q)En(q) = βn n!, where βn is the n-th Bell number.
For example for n = 3, we have dimC(q)E3(q) = 30 and the following set is a basis for E3(q):
(5.2) BE3(q) = {ǫI , ǫIb1, ǫIb2, ǫIb1b2, ǫIb2b1, ǫIb1b2b1 | I ∈ P (3)} .
Moreover, the algebra En(q) supports a unique Markov trace ρ :
⋃
n≥0 En(q)→ C[q±1, z±1, E±1]
that can be defined using the following rules [2, Theorem 3]:
(i) ρ(ab) = ρ(ba) a, b ∈ En(q)
(ii) ρ(1) = 1
(iii) ρ(abn) = zρ(a) a ∈ En(q)
(iv) ρ(aǫn) = Eρ(a) a ∈ En(q)
(v) ρ(aǫnbn) = zρ(a) a ∈ En(q)
Notice now the resemblance of the rules of the trace ρ with the rules of the specialized trace
trd,D and recall the discussion of Section 3.3 regarding the subalgebra Y
(br)
d,n (q).
The Markov trace ρ gives rise to a 3-variable invariant Θ of tied links [4]. The concept of a tied
link was first introduced by Juyumaya and Aicardi in [3]. A tied link is a classical link together
with a set of ties, that is, a set containing unordered pairs of points that belong to the components
of the link. The ties can be seen as springs that can slide along the component(s) that they
connect and can cross freely any arc of the diagram. The components that are connected with
a tie are not necessarily distinct. If two ties join the same two components, one of them can
be removed, and any tie on a single component can be also removed. A tie that cannot be
removed is called essential. A tied link is obtained by closing a tied braid. The tied braid monoid
TBn (defined in [3]) is generated by the braiding generators σ1, . . . , σn−1 and the generating ties
η1, . . . , ηn−1, where ηi connects the i-th with the (i + 1)-st strand of a tied braid. The algebra
En(q) is a quotient of the algebra C(q)TBn over the ideal generated by the quadratic relations
for the bi’s, recall (5.1). Denote by π : C(q)TBn −→ En(q) the natural surjection defined by
σi 7→ bi and ηi 7→ ǫi and let:
(5.3) λ =
z − (q − q−1)E
z
.
The invariant Θ is defined as follows [4]:
(5.4) Θ(q, λ,E)(α̂) =
(
1− λ√
λ(q − q−1)E
)n−1√
λ
ε(α)
ρ(π(α)),
where α ∈ TBn and ε(α) as in (3.3). We note that for E = 1 the invariant Θ coincides with
the Homflypt polynomial. Furthermore, the invariant Θ restricts to a 3-variable invariant of
classical links denoted by Θ, namely:
(5.5) Θ(q, λ,E)(α̂) =
(
1− λ√
λ(q − q−1)E
)n−1√
λ
ε(α)
ρ(π(α)),
where α ∈ Bn, ε(α) as in (5.4) and π : CBn −→ En(q) the algebra homomorphism that sends
σi 7→ bi. We note that, originally, an invariant for tied links ∆ was defined in [3].
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Remark 3. For E = 1/d, with d ∈ N, the invariant Θ(q, λ, 1/d) coincides with the invariant
Θd(q, λd).
5.2. Θ as a generalization of the invariants Θd. Recall the discussion in Section 3.3 regarding
the subalgebra Y
(br)
d,n (q). Let φ be the mapping φ : En(q) −→ Yd,n(q) that sends bi 7→ gi and
ǫi 7→ ei. In [10, Theorem 8] it was proven that the map φ is an embedding for d ≥ n. We thus
have the following result [10, 4, 15]:
Proposition 1. For d ≥ n, the algebra of braids and ties En(q) is isomorphic to the subalgebra
Y
(br)
d,n (q) of Yd,n(q).
From Proposition 1, if ED = 1/d is considered as an indeterminate in the rules of the special-
ized trace trd,D restricted to Y
(br)
d,n (q), then it is well-defined since it coincides with the trace ρ
on En(q) and, therefore, the invariant Θ can be constructed directly through Y(br)d,n (q).
5.3. Θ via a skein relation. We have the following result from [4]:
Theorem 3 ([4, Theorem 8.1]). Let L be the set of all oriented links and let q, λ,E be indeter-
minates. Then the isotopy invariant of classical oriented links
Θ : L → C[q±1, λ±1, E±1]
can be uniquely defined by the following rules:
(1) On crossings involving different components the following skein relation holds:
1√
λ
Θ(L+)−
√
λΘ(L−) = (q − q−1)Θ(L0)
where L+, L− and L0 constitute an oriented Conway triple.
(2) For a union K = ⊔ri=1Ki of r unlinked knots, with r ≥ 1, it holds that:
Θ(K) = E1−rP (K)
where P (K) is the value of the Homflypt polynomial on K.
Using the skein relation (1) of Theorem 3, it was proved in [4] that the invariants Θd distinguish
a pair of P -equivalent links (in fact more pairs were found in [4] using computational methods
[24]). Since the invariant Θ contains the Homflypt polynomial as well as the family of invariants
{Θd}, one can now easily derive the following:
Theorem 4 ([4, Theorem 8.2]). The invariant Θ(q, λ,E) of classical oriented links is stronger
than the Homflypt polynomial.
Remark 4. Theorem 3 was proved in [4] using the algebraic approach to Θ. A self-contained
skein theoretical approach to the construction of the invariant Θ is due to Louis H. Kauffman
and the second author. It is implemented in [27] in a more general context, where also the
Kauffman (Dubrovnik) polynomial is generalized. Consequently, new state sum models for the
new invariants are defined in [28]. In the notation of [27] we have Θ(q, λ,E) = P [P ](ζ, a,E) for
a = 1/
√
λ and ζ = q − q−1.
6. The two-variable invariant θ
We shall now define our 2-variable generalization of the Jones polynomial, θ, as claimed in
the title of the paper. The invariant θ generalizes also the 1-variable invariants of classical links
θd. As for the invariant Θ, different methods can be employed for defining θ. We will present
them all and we will show that the resulting invariants coincide. We begin with the algebraic
approaches.
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6.1. θ via the partition Temperley–Lieb algebra. The Temperley–Lieb analogue for the algebra
En(q) is the partition Temperley–Lieb algebra, denoted PTLn(q), which was first introduced by
Juyumaya in [19]. Our aim is to use this algebra in order to generalize the 1-variable invariants
θd for classical links that are derived from FTLd,n(q), to a stronger 2-variable invariant. For
n ≥ 3, the algebra PTLn(q) is the quotient of the algebra En(q) over the ideal that is generated
by the elements:
(6.1) bi,i+1 := ǫiǫi+1
(
1 + q(bi + bi+1) + q
2(bibi+1 + bi+1bi) + q
3bibi+1bi
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Thus, in terms of generators and relations, the algebra PTLd,n(q) is generated by the elements
b1, . . . , bn−1, ǫ1, . . . , ǫn−1, subject to the relations (5.1) plus the relation bi,i+1 = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤
n−1. It can be easily shown [19] that the defining ideal of the algebra PTLd,n(q) is principal and
that it is generated by the element b1,2. Next we present the necessary and sufficient conditions
so that the Markov trace ρ on the algebra En(q) factors through to the quotient algebra PTLn(q).
Proposition 2. The trace ρ on the algebra En(q) passes to the algebra PTLn(q) if and only if:
z = − q
−1E
q2 + 1
or z = −q
−1
E
.
In order to prove Proposition 2 we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The following hold for the element b1,2 in En(q):
m b1,2 = q
kb1,2,
where m ∈ BE3(q) and k is the sum of the exponents of bi in the expression of m. An analogous
result holds for the elements b1,2 m, where m ∈ BE3(q).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation using relations (5.1), and the definition of
the elements ǫi,j. We shall demonstrate here the proof for the case where m = ǫ1,3b1b2b1. We
have that:
ǫ1,3b1b2b1 b1,2 = ǫ1,3b1b2b1
(
ǫ1ǫ2
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
) )
= ǫ1,3ǫ1ǫ2 b1b2b1
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
)
= b1ǫ2b
−1
1 ǫ1ǫ2 b1b2b1
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
)
= b1ǫ1ǫ2 b2b1
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
)
= ǫ1ǫ2 b1b2b1
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
)
= q3ǫ1ǫ2 + ǫ1ǫ2(q
2 + q3(q − q−1))(b1 + b2)
+ ǫ1ǫ2(q + 2q
2(q − q−1) + q3(q − q−1)2)(b1b2 + b2b1)
+ ǫ1ǫ2(1 + 2q(q − q−1) + 2q2(q − q−1)2 + q3(q − q−1) + q3(q − q−1)3)b1b2b1
= q3ǫ1ǫ2
(
1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1
)
= q3b1,2.

Proof of Proposition 2. The trace ρ factors through to the quotient algebra PTLn(q) if and only
if ρ annihilates the defining ideal of PTLn(q), that is if and only if ρ(m b1,2) = 0, for m ∈ BEn(q).
From the defining rules of ρ one deduces that it suffices to show that ρ annihilates the expressions
m b1,2, for m ∈ BE3(q). Using now Lemma 1 we have for m ∈ BE3(q) that:
ρ(m b1,2) = 0⇔ qkρ(b1,2) = 0⇔ ρ(b1,2) = 0.
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Expanding the term b1,2 we obtain:
(6.2) ρ
(
ǫ1ǫ2(1 + q(b1 + b2) + q
2(b1b2 + b2b1) + q
3b1b2b1)
)
= 0.
By the linearity of the trace ρ we have that (6.2) is equivalent to:(
(q2 + 1)qz + E
)
(qz + E) = 0,
which leads to the following values for z:
z = − q
−1E
q2 + 1
or z = −q
−1
E
.

Remark 5. In [19] Juyumaya gave the necessary and sufficient conditions so that the Markov
trace on the algebra En(u) factors through to the quotient algebra PTLn(u). At that time
the existence of ρ wasn’t proved yet (this happened later in [2]), so Juyumaya conjectured its
existence and used indeterminates A and B for the trace parameters that correspond to the
elements b˜i and ǫ˜i respectively (recall Remark 2). Our Proposition 2 is the analogous result for
the now known trace ρ in terms of the new presentation with parameter q.
We shall now construct a new 2-variable invariant for tied links.
Definition 1. Let z = − q−1E
q2+1
. Substituting this value for z in (5.3) we obtain λ = q4 and from
Θ(q, λ,E) the following 2-variable invariant of tied links:
θ(q,E)(α) =
(
−q
2 + 1
q E
)n−1
q2ε(α)ρ(π(α)),
where α ∈ TBn and ε(α) as in (5.4). In analogy to (5.5), by restricting to classical braids we
obtain a 2-variable invariant for classical links denoted by θ(q,E), which is clearly a specialization
of the invariant Θ(q, λ,E) for λ = q4.
The value z = − q−1E is discarded since basic pairs of non-isotopic links are not distinguished.
6.2. θ as a generalization of the invariants θd. Let now FTL
(br)
d,n (q) denote the quotient of the
algebra Y
(br)
d,n (q) over the two-sided ideal 〈e1e2g1,2〉, namely:
FTL
(br)
d,n (q) =
Y
(br)
d,n (q)
〈e1e2g1,2〉 .
Note that the elements ei ∈ Y(br)d,n (q), for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and thus the quotient algebra
FTL
(br)
d,n (q) is well-defined and it is generated only by the braiding generators gi, where i =
1, . . . , n − 1. From the discussion in Section 3.3 we have that FTL(br)d,n (q) coincides with the
subalgebra of FTLd,n(q) that is generated by the gi’s and the idempotents ei, where i = 1, . . . , n−
1. From Proposition 1 now one has the following:
Proposition 3 ([15, Proposition 7.4]). For d ≥ n, the Partition Temperley–Lieb algebra PTLd,n(q)
is isomorphic to the algebra FTL
(br)
d,n (q).
This leads to the following result that provides the connection between the invariants θd and
θ(q,E).
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Lemma 2. For d ≥ n, the Markov traces trd,D on FTL(br)d,n (q) and ρ on PTLn(q) coincide when
restricted to classical braids.
Proof. We know from Section 5.2 that the traces trd,D and ρ coincide for the case of classical
braids. Moreover, from Proposition 3 we have that FTL
(br)
d,n (q)
∼= PTLn(q), for d ≥ n. On the
other hand, the specialized trace trd,D factors through to the quotient algebra FTLd,n(q) and
subsequently to FTL
(br)
d,n (q) for z = −q−1ED/(q2 + 1) or z = −q−1ED. Since we are considering
only classical links, the parameter ED can be generalized to an indeterminate and, thus, z
coincides with the values for which the Markov trace ρ factors through to PTLd,n(q), as proven
in Proposition 2. This means that the traces trd,D and ρ coincide also on the level of the quotient
algebras 
We note here that the value z = −q−1E is discarded in both cases for the same topological
reasons mentioned above. Thus, the following corollary is immediate:
Corollary 1. For d ≥ n, the invariant θ(q,E) specializes to the invariants θd for E = 1d .
Remark 6. From the above and following Section 5.2, for d ≥ n, the invariant θ(q,E) can be
constructed directly from FTL
(br)
d,n (q).
6.3. θ via a skein relation. Substituting in Theorem 3 the value λ = q4 corresponding to z =
q−1E/(q2 + 1) we obtain the invariant θ(q,E) as given in Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is immediate since the invariant θ(q,E) is a specialization of the
3-variable invariant Θ(q, λ,E) on the level of the quotient algebra PTLn(q). Since the invariant
Θ(q, λ,E) is well-defined [4, 27], so is θ(q,E). 
Theorem 5. The 2-variable classical link invariant θ(q,E) is stronger than the Jones polyno-
mial.
Proof. As mentioned earlier, in [4] six pairs of non-isotopic oriented classical links with the same
Homflypt polynomial were found to be distinguished by the invariants Θd(q, λD) and Θ(q, λ,E).
By specializing the indeterminate λ = q4 we find that they are all still distinguished by θ,
namely:
θ(L11n358{0, 1})− θ(L11n418{0, 0}) = (1 − E)(q − 1)
5(q + 1)5(q2 + 1)(q2 + q + 1)(q2 − q + 1)
E q18
θ(L11a467{0, 1})− θ(L11a527{0, 0}) = (1− E)(q − 1)
5(q + 1)5(q2 + 1)(q2 + q + 1)(q2 − q + 1)
E q18
θ(L11n325{1, 1})− θ(L11n424{0, 0}) = (E − 1)(q − 1)
5(q + 1)5(q2 + 1)(q2 + q + 1)(q2 − q + 1)
E q14
θ(L10n79{1, 1})− θ(L10n95{1, 0}) = (E − 1)(q
2 − 1)3(q8 + 2 q6 + 2 q4 − 1)
E q18
θ(L11a404{1, 1})− θ(L11a428{0, 1}) = (1− E)(q − 1)
3(q + 1)3(q2 + 1)(q4 + 1)(q6 − q4 + 1)
E q4
θ(L10n76{1, 1})− θ(L11n425{1, 0}) = (E − 1)(q − 1)
3(q + 1)3(q2 + 1)(q4 + 1)
E q10
.
For E = 1 the invariant θ(q,E) coincides with the Jones polynomial and the above six differences
collapse to zero. Since the invariant θ(q,E) includes the family of invariants {θd} as well as the
Jones polynomial, we deduce the claim. 
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Remark 7. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 5 and from the results in [4] about Θ that the
invariant θ(q,E) is not topologically equivalent to the Homflypt polynomial on links. Further, by
Remark 1, the invariant θ(q,E) is also not topologically equivalent to the Kauffman polynomial.
Remark 8. Following Remark 4 one can derive the invariant θ(q,E) from the invariant V [V ].
In this case, we have that λ = q4, a = q−2 and ζ = q − q−1 and thus V [V ] coincides with the
invariant θ(q,E).
6.4. A combinatorial formula for θ. In this section we present a closed formula for the invariant
θ that involves the Jones polynomials of sublinks of a given link. This formula is a specialization
of the one that W.B.R. Lickorish proves in [4] for the invariant Θ(q, λ,E). Namely:
Theorem 6 ([4, Appendix B]). Let L be an oriented link with n components, then:
(6.3) Θ(q, λ,E)(L) =
n∑
k=1
µk−1Ek
∑
pi
λν(pi)P (πL),
where the second summation is over all partitions π of the components of L into k (unordered)
subsets and P (πL) denotes the product of the Homflypt polynomials of the k sublinks of L defined
by π. Furthermore, ν(π) is the sum of all linking numbers of pairs of components of L that are
distinct sets of π, Ek = (E
−1 − 1)(E−1 − 2) . . . (E−1 − k + 1), with E1 = 1 and µ = λ−1/2−λ1/2q−q−1 .
We note that Theorem 6 has been also proved independently in [8] using tools from repre-
sentation theory. The formula for the invariant θ is an easy corollary of Theorem 6. Indeed we
have:
Corollary 2. Let L be an oriented link with n components. Then:
θ(q,E)(L) =
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1(q + q−1)k−1Ek
∑
pi
q4ν(pi)V (πL),
where π, ν(π), and Ek are as in Theorem 6, and V (πL) denotes the product of the Jones
polynomials of the k sublinks of L defined by π.
Proof. The proof follows by substituting λ = q4 in (6.3) and a straightforward computation. 
6.5. Relating θ to the Kauffman bracket polynomial. It is clear by the involvement of the linking
number in the formula for θ in Corollary 2 that θ depends on the orientations of the components
of a link L so θ cannot be directly related to the Kauffman bracket polynomial. However, we
can still relate it to its oriented extension. Starting with the well-known skein relations for the
Kauffman bracket polynomial
(6.4) 〈 〉 = A〈 〉+A−1 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 = A−1〈 〉+A 〈 〉
and extending to oriented links we obtain the skein rules of the oriented extension of the Kauff-
man bracket polynomial, which unavoidably contains conflicting orientations (see for example
[26, Section 6]):
(6.5) 〈 〉 = A〈 〉+A−1 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 = A−1〈 〉+A 〈 〉.
Subtracting by parts we obtain the following skein rule of the standard oriented bracket which
is a regular isotopy invariant for oriented links:
(6.6) A 〈 〉 −A−1 〈 〉 = (A2 −A−2) 〈 〉.
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Let now H(z, a) be the regular isotopy analogue of the Homflypt polynomial. The skein
relation for H is the following:
(6.7) H
( )− H( ) = z H ( ) .
satisfying the following three initial conditions:
H(©) = 1, H( ) = aH( ) and H( ) = a−1H( ).
In order to put the oriented bracket skein rule (6.6) in the form of the regular Homflypt
polynomial skein rule (6.7) we define the polynomial:
(6.8) {L} := Aw(L)〈L〉,
where w(L) is the writhe of the link diagram L. Note that { · } is still a regular isotopy invariant
for oriented links and it satisfies the following skein relation:
(6.9)
{ }− { } = (A2 −A−2) { } .
which is derived from (6.6) and (6.8) and coincides with (6.7) for z = (A2−A−2). Furthermore,
by defining f(L) := (−A4)−w(L) {L} and by setting q = A−2, one obtains the ambient isotopy
version of (6.9), which is the skein relation of the Jones polynomial, V, namely:
(6.10) q−2V ( )− q2 V ( ) = (q − q−1)V ( ).
Starting now from (6.5), considered only on crossings between different components of a link
L, and having in mind the methods of [26], we have that:
(6.11) 〈 〉 = A〈 〉+A−1 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 = A−1〈 〉+A 〈 〉,
where different colours indicate different components of L. Further (6.11) gives rise to (6.9) and
(6.10) for crossings between different components.
We then define the ambient isotopy link invariant {{L}} of the link diagram L by the follow-
ing two rules:
(1) For a union Kr = ⊔ri=1Ki, of r unlinked knots with r ≥ 1, we have that:
(6.12) {{Kr}} = E1−rV (K),
(2) On crossings involving different components the skein relation of the Jones polynomial holds,
namely:
(6.13) q−2
{{ }}− q2 {{ }} = (q − q−1) {{ }} .
Comparing (6.12) and (6.13) to Remarks 8 and we deduce that {{L}} coincides with the invariant
V [V ] in the notation of [27] and, thus, we recover the invariant θ(q,E). Hence we have proved
the following:
Theorem 7. The invariant θ(q,E) can be expressed in terms of the oriented extension of the
Kauffman bracket polynomial.
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6.6. Detecting the Thistlethwaite link (Louis H. Kauffman and Dimos Goundaroulis). In this
section we will demonstrate how the invariant θ(q,E) is able to distinguish the Thistlethwaite
link [33, 9] from the unlink with two components, something that the Jones polynomial is not
able to see. First we shall consider the ambient isotopy version of the skein relation of the Jones
polynomial applied on the Thistlethwaite link and then we will compute the invariant θ(q,E) for
this pair of links. Kauffman and the first author made use of Bar-Natan’s Knot Theory package
for Mathematica [7] in which the Jones polynomial is a function of t and it satisfies the skein
relation:
(6.14) t−1VK+(t)− tVK−(t) = (t1/2 − t−1/2)VK0 ,
where K+,K−,K0 is the oriented Conway triple. In order to simplify computations, one may
consider the following:
(6.15) a := t2, z := (t1/2 − t−1/2), b := tz, c := t−1z.
From (6.14), (6.15) we obtain the following relations:
VK+ = aVK− + bVK0
and
VK
−
= a−1VK+ − cVK0 .
It follows that the knots and links in the figures indicated in Figures 2 - 7 satisfy the following
relation:
VTLink = bVK1 + abVK2 +−ca2VK3 − acVK4 + VUnlinked.
This can be easily verified by the specific values computed in Mathematica:
VTLink = −t−1/2 − t1/2
VK1 = −1 +
1
t7
− 2
t6
+
3
t5
− 4
t4
+
4
t3
− 4
t2
+
3
t
+ t
VK2 = 1−
1
t9
+
3
t8
− 4
t7
+
5
t6
− 6
t5
+
5
t4
− 4
t3
+
3
t2
− 1
t
VK3 = 1−
1
t9
+
2
t8
− 3
t7
+
4
t6
− 4
t5
+
4
t4
− 3
t3
+
2
t2
− 1
t
VK4 = −1−
1
t6
+
2
t5
− 2
t4
+
3
t3
− 3
t2
+
2
t
+ t
VUnlinked =
1
t13/2
− 1
t11/2
− 1
t7/2
+
1
t3/2
− 1√
t
− t3/2
We have proven computationally that the Thistlethwaite link cannot by distinguished from
the unlink with two components using the Jones polynomial. If one wants to compute the
invariant θ(q,E), where q =
√
t, on the same pair of links, then the computation has to be
modified to:
θ(q,E) = bVK1(q) + abVK2(q) +−ca2VK3(q)− acVK4(q) + E−1VUnlinked(q).
It is quite clear that this is non-trivial when the variable E is not equal to 1.
On the other hand, the Thistlethwaite link consists of an intertwined pair of a trefoil and
a figure-8 knot. Evaluating the Lickorish formula (see Corollary 2) on this 2-components link
yields:
θ(q,E) = (1−E−1)(q + q−1)VK31 (q)VK41 (q) + VTLink(q).
Thus the situation is completely clarified by the Lickorish formula.
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Figure 2. The Thistleth-
waite link. Figure 3. Unlinked link.
Figure 4. The knot K1. Figure 5. The knot K2.
Figure 6. The knot K3. Figure 7. The knot K4.
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